P INELANDS P RESERVATION A LLIANCE
Bishop Farmstead, 17 Pemberton Road, Southampton, New Jersey 08088
Phone: 609-859-8860
E-mail: ppa@pinelandsalliance.org

Fax: 609-859-8804
Website: www.pinelandsalliance.org

April 20, 2012
Nancy Wittenberg
Executive Director
Pinelands Commission
PO Box 359
New Lisbon, NJ 08064
Re:

Proposed Intergovernmental Memorandum of Agreement for Expansion of the
Robert J. Miller Airpark

Dear Ms. Wittenberg,
Please accept these written comments on behalf of the Pinelands Preservation Alliance and
the New Jersey Conservation Foundation regarding the proposed Intergovernmental Memorandum
of Agreement (the MOA) with Ocean County for expansion of the Robert J. Miller Airpark. We
have several concerns with the proposed MOA in its current form and scope.
1. The Commission has failed to demonstrate in the record which of the development
activities are actual requirements of the FAA for safety or other purposes.
The rationale given in this case for using the extraordinary measure of an Intergovernmental
MOA to authorize otherwise clearly impermissible development activity in the Preservation Area is
the safety need for a cross-winds runway, changes to the runway configuration, and tree-topping
near the runways. We do not dispute the safety concerns. Our point is that these safety
requirements must be demonstrated in the record and distinguished from other development
activities that are unrelated to safety and should not be part of this process.
PPA twice submitted Open Public Records Act requests to review the Pinelands
Commission file on the Memorandum of Agreement for the Airpark. We needed this information
in order to make complete and accurate comments. For example, we needed to see what the FAA
has actually said to the Pinelands Commission or Ocean County about the safety issues and the
MOA, since many unverified claims have been made about what the FAA demands, wants or agrees
to, and these claims may influence how Pinelands Commissioners vote.
However, the Pinelands Commission responded by denying any access whatsoever to its file
on this matter since we made these requests beginning in May 2011, including access to information
on the FAA communications and other key issues. Pinelands Commission staff first claimed the
entire file was privileged as “deliberative in nature.” When we asked for a list of the specific
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documents for which this privilege was claimed, we received no response. After that, Pinelands
Commission staff simply ignored our requests for access. (Only with great persistence did we even
gain access yesterday, the day before these comments were due, to the actual attachments to the
MOA, which the Commission stated on the web site were available for review.)
So the Commission has either failed to document the very basis of this MOA, or refused to
disclose the materials that do provide this basis. In either case, it is a serious defect in process.
Even if the Commission does not have any documents supporting the assertions about the
FAA requirements, the Pinelands Commission’s responses to PPA requests for access to the file
were inappropriate and utterly out of keeping with its historic openness, which we have always
viewed as one of the Pinelands Commission’s greatest strengths. This instance is just one piece in a
recent pattern of efforts by the Commission staff to keep information from the public and the
Commissioners – a pattern revealed in the almost monthly invention of new policies or practices to
limit public comment, access to information, and communications with and by the Commissioners.
2. The MOA expands development in the Preservation Area in violation of the Pinelands
Protection Act and the Comprehensive Management Plan (CM).
We believe this would be the first time the Commission has used the MOA process to
approve development in the Preservation Area. (The earlier MOA regarding the illegal ORV park
in Woodland Township was to restore the area to its natural condition, which it has done.) The
Preservation Area is supposed to be the most protected part of the Pinelands, and it would set a very
dangerous precedent for the future were the Commission to use the MOA process to approve
development that violates the CMP’s standards for the Preservation Area.
The Pinelands Protection Act states that the goal of the CMP for the Preservation Area shall
be to “prohibit any construction or development which is incompatible with the preservation of this
unique area …,” and the Act specifies that the only development to be permitted in the Preservation
Area is to be “compatible agricultural, horticultural and recreational uses, including hunting, fishing
and trapping ….” NJSA 12:18A-9.c.
The proposed development is clearly inconsistent with preservation of the area, since the
Commission agrees it will damage native and rare species habitats. Nor does the proposed
development fall into one of the statutory categories of compatible development. The
Intergovernmental Memorandum of Agreement provision of NJAC 7:50-4-52(c) is a creation of the
CMP and cannot be used to override express requirements of the Act. The MOA and the
development which the MOA would authorize, therefore, violate the express requirements of the
Act.
To the extent the activities in question are requirements of the FAA for safety or other
reasons, they should have been addressed through a waiver based on compelling public need, NJAC
7:50-4.62, -4.64 and -4.65.
3. The MOA should clarify the unique circumstances of this case.
To the extent the Commission uses the MOA process to address the safety issues, it is
critical that the MOA explicitly states that unique circumstances justify such an extraordinary action
in this case, and that this MOA does not represent a precedent for future use of the MOA process to
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expand public or private facilities in the Preservation Area. These unique circumstances should
include the pre-Pinelands existence of the Airpark, that the cross-winds runway was part of the
original plans approved by the FAA for the airport prior to the creation of the Pinelands, and that
there are federal agency requirements that must be met for public safety.
4. The MOA should not permit the use of the existing County open space trust fund as
mitigation for development.
The proposed MOA leaves for decision by the Commission whether or not the off-setting
land purchases required of Ocean County may be met by simply counting any Ocean County
Natural Lands Trust acquisitions in the “vicinity” towards the off-set requirement. It would be very
bad policy, a violation of the CMP’s “equivalent protection” requirement, and a violation of the
laws authorizing the County’s open space trust fund to permit purchases with the existing trust fund
income stream to be used to meet the off-set requirement.
The MOA seeks to meet the CMP’s requirement that such waiver MOAs include measures
to ensure “an equivalent protection of the resources of the Pinelands than would be provided
through a strict application of the standards of this Plan.” NJAC 7:50-4.52(c)1. In this case, the
proposed MOA aims to meet this standard by providing for Ocean County to acquire and protect
equivalent habitat lands. The MOA, then, uses mitigation as a means to achieve equivalent
protection, as set forth in Section IV and Section VI, paragraph A.10 of the April 5, 2012 draft.
While we believe such mitigation is not usually an effective or proven means of achieving
equivalent protection, we restrict our comments here to the manner in which this mitigation is to be
funded.
Specifically, the second paragraph of Section IV needs to be changed (a) to eliminate the
phrase “through the Ocean County Natural Lands Trust Fund Program” and substitute “without the
use of County open space trust funds, Green Acres funds, or any source of public funding dedicated
to land acquisition for recreational or conservation purposes,” and (b) add to the end of the same
sentence language such as “vicinity of RMAP in order to mitigate for the impacts to habitat from
activities authorized by this MOA.”
Ocean County and the Ocean County Natural Lands Trust have been exemplary in their
open space preservation work since the founding of the Trust. However, County representatives
have asserted that in this case the County intends to meet the development mitigation requirement
by simply counting acquisitions by the Ocean County Natural Lands Trust, using the existing
County open space trust funding, towards the required acquisition totals. The MOA should
expressly require, on the contrary, that the mitigation lands be acquired with new funding not
already slated for open space acquisitions.
First, allowing the use of the existing trust fund would prevent the mitigation acquisitions
from providing the net, off-setting environmental benefit necessary to satisfy the CMP’s
requirement that the MOA provide “an equivalent level of protection of the resources of the
Pinelands than would be provided through a strict application of the standards of this Plan.” NJAC
7:50-4.52(c). The existing County trust fund income will be gathered and spent on open space
acquisitions regardless of the MOA. So allowing the use of these funds to meet the off-set
requirement would turn that requirement into a mere accounting exercise of no genuine benefit to
the Pinelands. The outcome of the MOA would be a net loss to the resources of the Pinelands.
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Second, the state legislation which authorizes the County’s open space trust fund does not
permit the use of these funds as a mitigation bank to meet permit conditions for development of
natural resource areas. The statute lists the allowed purposes for a county open space and recreation
trust fund as “(a) acquisition of lands for recreation and conservation purposes; (b) development of
lands acquired for recreation and conservation purposes; (c) maintenance of lands acquired for
recreation and conservation purposes; (d) acquisition of farmland for farmland preservation
purposes; (e) historic preservation of historic properties, structures, facilities, sites, areas, or objects,
and the acquisition of such properties, structures, facilities, sites, areas, or objects for historic
preservation purposes; (f) payment of debt service on indebtedness issued or incurred by a county
for any of the purposes set forth in subparagraph (a), (b), (d), (e) or (g) of this paragraph; or (g) Blue
Acres projects.” NJSA 40:12-15.2.a.(1). These purposes do not include that of meeting a permit
condition or providing a mitigation bank for development that does not meet environmental
regulatory standards.
The legislation, moreover, states that funds raised by the tax levy the legislation authorizes
“shall be used exclusively for the purposes authorized by the voters of the county.” NJSA 40:1215.2.c. The county’s Open Space, Recreation and Farmland and Historic Preservation Fund was
established by public vote authorized by Resolution of the Board of Chosen Freeholders, dated July
16, 1997, pursuant to P.L. 1997, c. 24, codified as NJSA 40:12-15-1 et seq. In the case of Ocean
County, the voters approved a far narrower list of allowed purposes for their open space trust fund
than the statute would permit.
The ballot question provided for establishing the Ocean County Natural Lands Trust Fund
“to be used for the purposes of preserving and protecting environmentally sensitive lands, natural
areas and open space …; protecting sources of drinking water and groundwater recharge areas; and
preserving farmland ….” Ocean County’s fund, therefore, cannot even be used for recreational
development. The allowed uses, again, do not include purchases to meet permit conditions or use of
the funds as a mitigation bank to further development projects.
The County has suggested that all or most of the habitat land to be developed was not
intended by the County to be “open space” when the airpark was created. We think the historic
record does not support this assertion, except perhaps in the case of the land for the cross-winds
runway itself, since many statements and plans by the County included nature preservation of land
within the current envelope of the airport plan. (See the attachments to this letter.)
In any case, the original intentions of the County are not to the point. The Pinelands Act and
CMP provide the basis for the mitigation requirement based on actual impacts, not the historic or
current intentions of the County. Once mitigation is required to use the MOA process, then those
intentions do not affect whether existing open space trust funds can be used to meet the permit
conditions embodied in the MOA.
Finally, it would be bad policy for the Commission to allow open space trust funds to
finance its permit conditions. Doing so would undermine public confidence in the open space
preservation effort, and the money taxpayers contribute to the effort, if these funds came to be used
to promote development of the very resources they are supposed to protect, by helping developers
meet permit conditions and mitigation requirements. The irony would not be lost on the public.
Like voters throughout the state, Ocean County voters approved their open space funding to
increase preservation, not to finance the costs of developments that need waivers from
environmental protections.
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5. The MOA should ensure that this is the last expansion of the airpark and its associated
facilities.
Experience shows that public agencies which get an MOA from the Commission for a
development project tend to come back later for more. The Cape May County Utilities Authority,
Richard Stockton College, and Stafford Township stand out as examples of this during the last
several years. In addition, the development the County is proposing will expand the airport’s
capacity, and the County has persuaded the state Green Acres program to remove the Airpark from
its Recreation and Open Space Inventory (ROSI).
These facts suggest the current work may be a precursor to future applications for further
expansion and conversion of the Airpark into a commercial, rather than recreational, airport,
resulting in greater loss of natural resources. The County has already used the 50% expansion
allowance for preexisting activities like the Airpark, before the current round of development it
seeks through the MOA.
Ocean County’s Planner stated at the public hearing that the current plan, as reflected in the
MOA, is in fact the final build-out of the airport facilities. This conclusion should be explicitly
incorporated into the MOA with some form of enforcement mechanism.
6. The snake management and transplantation measures should be omitted and not
authorized.
The snake and plant management activities in the draft MOA should be removed. They only
give a false sense that no real harm results from paving rare species habitats and plant populations.
There is no scientific evidence these methods work over the long run, and, even in cases where data
is being collected and expert consultants are working intensively to husband these experiments, the
results to date indicate these measures are failing for both animals and plants.
Respectfully submitted,

Carleton Montgomery
Executive Director, Pinelands Preservation Alliance

Alison Mitchell
Policy Director, New Jersey Conservation Foundation

